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PREFACE

Peter Giuliani has served as an advisor to lawyers, law firms and the legal profession for more than three decades. He was one of the authors of a groundbreaking series on law firm financial management for the American Bar Association Law Practice Management Section. Over the years, he has spoken and written on a variety of topics related to law practice management, and has served on a variety of committees at both the national and state levels. For the past several years, he has served actively on the New York State Bar Association Law Practice Management Committee.

When the Committee was asked by State Bar leaders to revise its publication, Model Partnership Agreements for New York Law Firms, Mr. Giuliani was a natural choice, and he quickly agreed to take on the project. Relying on his vast experience, he took what was useful from the earlier publication and added new elements reflecting trends in law firm organization today. He has produced an easy-to-use model agreement, with alternative clauses reflecting the different choices that different firms make, along with easy-to-understand text accompanying the model agreement and clauses.

A number of other resources exist for lawyers and law firms desirous of creating a partnership to govern their law practice. Some of these are comprehensive treatise-length publications, while others—like this guide—are simpler and more straightforward. The difference between these other guides and Peter Giuliani’s Model Partnership Agreements is that this book was created with New York law practice in mind, while the other publications are national in focus. This is not a criticism of these other works, but rather a testament to Peter Giuliani’s effort to create model agreements for New York lawyers operating under New York law.

The author points out the fact that many law firms do not have a formal written partnership agreement. The lawyers either operate under an informal “handshake” agreement or work in an office-sharing arrangement that looks like a law firm to the outside world, but operates like a series of independent practices internally. Although informal partnerships are contemplated under the Uniform Partnership Act, the absence of a written agreement can, and often does, lead to disputes among the partners, and consequent litigation. For office-sharing arrangements, the specter of an implied partnership being imposed by a court in a malpractice action suggests that the need for lawyers occupying a common office—a building or a suite—might be better off recognizing the reality of their practice
situation, and then creating a formal agreement that defines the rights and obligation to the organization.

Although lawyers can choose among several different organizational forms, the truth is that the choice of form affects the allocation of risk among the partners, capitalization, compensation, governance, and the steps associated with dissolving a practice, as well as other matters. Different organizations will require different solutions. Mr. Giuliani’s book provides explanations for the options that attorneys may choose among, and specific language that they can use to create a business entity that will work for their needs, both as individual partners and as an organization.

For ease of use and reference by the user—this book is divided into three parts:

- Part I is the Model Partnership Agreement Guide, Mr. Giuliani’s narrative that details the issues covered in the actual agreement.

- Part II is the sample Model Partnership Agreement itself that attorneys can use to create agreements for their own firms.

- Part III contains corresponding portions of the Guide from Part I on left-hand pages next to the related pages of the agreement on right-hand pages.

For every lawyer who has wondered whether it makes sense to establish a partnership or other business form, here is the book for you. For every law practice with no formal structure, this book will help you decide whether and how to formalize your relationship. For every solo practitioner contemplating the benefits and risks of group practice, this book is must reading. The Law Practice Management Committee commends Peter Giuliani for his excellent work in creating an accessible and accurate tool for practitioners in New York State.

Gary A. Munneke, Chair
New York State Bar Association
Law Practice Management Committee
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